Background: The limitations of the current systems of automatic sleep stage classification (ASSC) are essentially related to the similarities between epochs from different sleep stages and the subjects' variability. Several studies have already identified the situations with the highest likelihood of misclassification in sleep scoring. Here, we took advantage of such information to develop an ASSC system based on knowledge of subjects' variability of some indicators that characterize sleep stages and on the American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) rules. Methods: An ASSC system consisting of a two-step classifier is proposed. In the first step, epochs are classified using support vector machines (SVMs) spread into different nodes of a decision tree. In the post-processing step, the epochs suspected of misclassification (dubious classification) are tagged, and a new classification is suggested. Identification and correction are based on the AASM rules, and on misclassifications most commonly found/reported in automatic sleep staging. Six electroencephalographic and two electrooculographic channels were used to classify wake, non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep -N1, N2 and N3, and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. Results: The proposed system was tested in a dataset of 14 clinical polysomnographic records of subjects suspected of apnea disorders. Wake and REM epochs not falling in the dubious range, are classified with accuracy levels compatible with the requirements for clinical applications. The suggested correction assigned to the epochs that are tagged as dubious enhances the global results of all sleep stages. Conclusions: This approach provides reliable sleep staging results for non-dubious epochs.
Background
The manual sleep stage classification is a labor-intensive task that involves the interpretation, by an expert, of polysomnographic (PSG) signals captured from a subject's overnight sleep session. The PSG includes electroencephalographic (EEG), electrooculographic (EOG) and electromyographic (EMG) records, respiratory effort and other physiological characteristics while a patient is asleep [1, 2] .
Sleep stage classification is the first step in modern diagnosis of sleep disorders. The identification of REM (rapid eye movements) sleep, NREM sleep -N1, N2 and N3 stages (non-rapid eye movement) and wake stage is performed manually by experts based on the rules of the American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) reproduced in Table 1 [5, 6] .
Many different methods for automatic sleep staging have been proposed. ASSC algorithms consist of: data pre-processing, feature extraction and classification. The features are extracted from PSG signals and then are used as input for a classifier that provides sleep scoring. Methods for feature extraction rely mainly on frequency domain techniques, such as the spectral power of frequency bands [7] . Notwithstanding, time domain analysis [8] , and more recently time-frequency domain analysis, such as wavelet [9] , have been also successfully used. A wide range of machine learning techniques were already tested including linear discriminate analysis (LDA) [10] , artificial neural networks (ANN) [4, 11] , fuzzy logic [12] , decision tree classification [13] , hidden Markov models (HMM) [14] , clustering approaches [15] and support vector machine (SVM) [16, 17] . Table 2 summarizes relevant ASSC studies and respective classification techniques. As far as we know, just a few works [7, 15, 17] were validated in clinical datasets. Therefore, the assessment of ASSC systems in clinical context is still very incipient.
ASSC challenges
There is no consensus about the best features and the best classification models for ASSC [11, 13] . However, it is commonly accepted that the existing automatic techniques are not accurate and reliable enough to be routinely used [11] . State-of-the-art shows that sleep epochs of healthy subjects, free of sleep stage transitions and without scoring disagreement between experts, can be automatically classified using a low number of features. However, in ambiguous epochs (e.g., epochs with sleep-stage transitions) the agreement level between the results of ASSC systems and human experts is only around 60% [10] .
The comparison between the studies involving patients and studies involving healthy subjects show that PSG records of patients are usually more contaminated with artifacts, have a Table 1 American Academy of Sleep Medicine rules for sleep scoring.
Sleep stage AASM rules

Wake
A. Score epochs as stage Wake when more than 50% of the epoch has alpha rhythm over the occipital region. B. Score epochs without visually discernable alpha rhythm as stage Wake if any of the following are present: (1) Eye blinks at frequency of 0.5-2 Hz; (2) reading eye movements and (3) irregular conjugate rapid eye movements associated with normal or high chin muscle tone.
N1
A. In subjects who generate alpha rhythm, score stage N1 if alpha rhythm is attenuated and replaced by low amplitude, mixed frequency activity for more than 50% of the epoch. B. In subjects who do not generate alpha rhythm, score stage N1commencing with the earliest of any of the following phenomena: (1) Activity in range of [4] [5] [6] [7] Hz with slowing of background frequencies by Z1 Hz from those of stage W; (2) vertex sharp waves; and (3) slow eye movements.
N2
A. Begin scoring stage N2 (in an absence of criteria for N3) if 1 or both of the following occur during the first half of that epoch or the last half of the previous epoch: (a) one or more K complexes unassociated with arousals and (b) one or more trains of sleep spindles. B. Continue to score epochs with low amplitude, mixed frequency EEG activity without K complexes or sleep spindles as stage N2 if they are preceded by K complexes unassociated with arousals or sleep spindles. C. End stage N2 sleep when one of the following events occurs: (1) n The performance values here presented are the measures described in the articles. The statistical performance measures used varies from study to study.
higher transition rate between sleep stages, and the sleep variability between subjects is higher [18] . Our previous study [19] showed that the AASC performance was around 15% lower with subjects suspected of having sleep apnea syndrome, than with healthy subjects. We concluded that the large number of movement artifacts and repetitive arousals are the main reason of performance drop. Most of the ASSC studies have improved the ASSC accuracy focusing on feature extraction [9, 13, 20] , feature selection [8, 21, 22] and classification [11, 12, 16, 17, [22] [23] [24] , as well on the application of heuristic rules [4, 25] to solve pattern's ambiguities. In our previous work [26] , a thorough analysis was made to identify the best combination of feature selection and feature extraction methods. However, neither the subject variability nor the epoch's ambiguity problems have been solved yet. As shown in Table 2 , two of the three clinical studies have a classification performance too poor for clinical use [7, 15] . For instance, in [15] the REM stage is not classified and in [7] the classification performance of sleep stage N1 is very low (around 38.6%). One noticeable exception is presented by Koley [17] . This system presents a classification performance higher than 94% for all sleep stages. However, in most of the sleep stages the sensitivity values remain lower than 90%, thus the sensitivity can still be improved.
Proposed system and contributions
As shown in Fig. 1 , the proposed system comprises two main parts: first, the pattern recognition standard phases (pre-processing, feature extraction, training and classification, here referred as ASSCi), and second, a post-processing step based on heuristic rules to detect misclassifications. Epochs with high likelihood of misclassification are marked/tagged and a suggestion of correction is presented to the expert (Fig. 2) . Identification and correction of these epochs, hereinafter called dubious epochs, are based on the AASM rules (Table 1 ) [5] and on the knowledge about the problems most commonly found in ASSC [2, 19] . The standard sleep patterns and classification rules are used as a base to the post-processing steps since we search for a solution as generic as possible that can be applied on all patients suspected of sleep disorders.
Six EEG channels (F3, C3, O1, F4, C4, O2) and two EOG channels, right and left (ROC, LOC), are used to classify five stages (Wake, NREM sleep (N1, N2, N3) and REM sleep). The signals are classified in two steps: first with SVMs, based on a binary decision tree structure, then in the post-processing where the classification is refined. The post-processing step includes an automatic dubious range detection (DRD) and an automatic dubious range correction (DRC) module having as input the epochs classified as dubious. Detailed information is presented in Section 3.
The binary decision tree structure of the classification system yields the possibility of adjusting the features and classification parameters according to the characteristics of the different sleep stages. The system returns two outputs: epochs with likelihood of having been well classified by the SVM and epochs with a likelihood of misclassification (dubious epochs) to which a new classification is suggested (Fig. 1) . Therefore, the system provides clear and reliable information to the clinical expert, classifying the major part of one sleep night data with high levels of accuracy, and tagging epochs which need a clinical expert verification.
Data
Participants and clinical data
The Sleep Medicine Centre of Coimbra University Hospital Centre (CHUC) provided data from all-night PSG records, which were segmented into epochs of 30s length, and scored manually by clinical experts through visual inspection. The PSG records are from fourteen subjects (10 males and 4 females) with mean age of 55.7 years (range 22-79 years, STD¼16.7 years). All subjects were diagnosed with clinical problems affecting the sleep quality [27] : obstrutive sleep apnea (8 subjects), affective disorders (2 subject), parasomnia (1 subject), periodic limb movements of sleep (1 subject), upper airway resistance syndrome (1 subject) and REM behavior disorder (1 subject). Sleep stages N2 and N3 are generally the most predominant and N1 and REM stages are the least predominant.
Data recording
PSG records were acquired by SomnoStar Pro (ViasysSensorMedics), each with duration around 8 h. The six EEG channels (F3-A2, C3-A2, O1-A2, F4-A1, C4-A1, O2-A1) and two EOG channels (ROC-A1, LOC-A2) were recorded at a sampling frequency of 200 Hz. The International 10-20 standard electrode placement system was used for EEG recording [28] .
Methods
The proposed methodology for sleep scoring comprises two main parts that will be explained in the next sections: the pattern recognition method (pre-processing, feature extraction, training and classification) and the post-processing step based on heuristic rules to detect misclassifications (Fig. 3 ).
EEG and EOG Signals
Non-dubious epochs 
Algorithm structure
The PSG signals from all channels are pre-processed, and then the features are extracted, transformed and normalized. Next, the signals are classified with an approach based on a binary decision tree structure. This approach differs from our previous multiclass SVM [26] . The decision-tree approach gives a better understanding of why and when misclassification occurs. The decision tree is organized in four decision nodes. In each node, a binary classifier is applied as illustrated in Fig. 3 . The four decision nodes are wake vs. sleep; REM vs. NREM; N3 vs. (N1 þN2); N1 vs. N2. The classification is performed through sequential steps. In each node, the classifier takes features and classification models that were tuned specifically for that node. The post-processing step includes the DRD and the DRC modules for detection and correction of the dubious epochs, respectively.
Dataset and resulting subsets
Variables, datasets and subsest used in the ASSC algorithm described in Fig. 3 are formally presented below.
Pre-processing
The pre-processing removes the baseline drift and eliminates any linear trends [29] . Signals are filtered by a notch filter at 50 Hz and by a band-pass Butterworth filter with cutoff frequencies at 0.5 Hz and 45 Hz.
Feature extraction and selection
Feature extraction is applied to each channel using methods in frequency domain, time domain and time-frequency domain. The extracted features from EOG and from EEG are the same. The feature vector comprises 40 features extracted from each channel: 20 from maximal overlap discrete wavelet transform (MODWT), 5 from relative power, and 15 from harmonic parameters (for more details, see [21] ). In each node, the best set of features were selected according to their discriminative power. The selection was made offline according to a forward/backward algorithm, aiming to reach the best classification performance. These features are discussed in Section 4. Pre-processed dataset
, is the set of sequential features normalized and transformed after the pre-processing step, where NP is the number of patients, np max is the maximum value of NP, NE is the number of epochs, and ne max is the maximum value of NE.
Expert hypnogram
, is the sequential scoring of the epochs (hypnogram) made by an expert, excluding the subject that is being classified, used as model to the classification. The resulting subsets are as follows:
, is the sequential epoch classification made by the classifier (initial automatic hypnogram).
Dubious hypnogram
, is the set of epochs marked as dubious.
Non-dubious hypnogram
, is the set of non-dubious epochs.
Output hypnogram
, is the sequential automatic classification after the post-processing step (final automatic hypnogram).
Maximum overlap discrete wavelet based features
In this study, a MODWT of depth 6 with Daubechies order four (db4) is applied to every 30 s epochs with a sampling rate of 200 Hz. The frequency ranges are broken down in a decomposition of D1-D5, which correspond to δ range ( o4 Hz), θ range (4-8 Hz), α range (8-13 Hz) and β range (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) . Finally, a set of statistical MODWT-based features are extracted to represent the timefrequency distribution of the EEG, and EOG signals: energy, percentage of energy, frequency and temporal features [30] .
Relative spectral power (RSP)
Spectral analysis provides some of the most important features. For each signal X, an FFT squared modulus estimator was applied to estimate the power spectral density (PSD). The spectrum is divided into five frequency sub-bands as described for MODWT. For each frequency sub-band, the RSP is computed. This parameter is given by the ratio between the sub-band spectral power and the total spectral power, i.e., the sum of all five BSP sub-bands [31] .
Harmonic parameters
Harmonic Parameters of the EEG and EOG signals include three parameters: the center frequency, the bandwidth and the spectral value at center frequency for each sub-band [32] .
Features transformation and normalization
To reduce the influence of extreme values, the extracted features are transformed and normalized. The log transform Y ¼ log ðXÞ ð 1Þ was adopted in the overall sleep staging, since the empirical analyses revealed that this transform produced consistently the best classification results [33] . In (1) X denotes the feature matrix, and the output is
where NP and NF denote the number of subjects and the number of features, respectively. Each feature of the transformed matrix Y is independently normalized
where y i is a vector of each independent feature [34] .
Classification
In this study, two widely used classifiers were compared: LDA [35] and SVM [36] . The LDA is a statistical classifier, which is based on the "between class" and "within class" scatter matrices. LDA learns a linear classification boundary in the input feature space which is based on generative models. SVM is a discriminative-based classifier that usually uses kernels to construct linear classification boundaries in high-dimensional spaces. The SVM classifier constructs a hyper-plane as a decision surface such that the margin of separation between different classes is maximized.
The performance comparison between the two classifiers helps to validate the independence of the methods used for feature selection and feature extraction, in respect to the classifier. They were both tested using a binary decision tree structure (BDT), and therefore henceforth they will be called BDT-SVM and BDT-LDA.
Post-processing
The two main post-processing modules, DRD and DRC, are detailed in the next sections. The post-processing uses a set of rules to detect dubious epochs. The rules were all defined a priori from a deep analysis of the dataset.
Dubious range detection (DRD)
The post-processing rules (PPr) were defined from a systematic analysis of the following points: (1) Despite the considerable night-to-night variation among different individuals, certain generalizations can be made based on the standard sleep patterns [37] . Sleep normally begins with stages N1 and N2, and then may progress to deeper stage N3. REM sleep occurs in discrete episodes typically beginning about 90 min after a sleep onset and periodically at intervals of around 90 min. The REM episodes tend to lengthen over the night. Therefore, there are some sequences of sleep stages which are not possible, for example, someone awake can not go into deep sleep directly, neither in REM sleep (Fig. 4) . These heuristic rules, can automatically identify classification errors made by SVM or LDA classifiers. According to the normal sleep cycles, the transitions from N1 to N3 should not occur without passing by the N2 stage, and a transition from N3 to REM is also not common. However, in subjects with sleep disorders, the arousals often lead to some unusual transitions. To improve the detection of dubious epochs, the rules consider the information of more than two sequential epochs. Table 3 presents the main EEG patterns for each sleep stage [5] . Some patterns are common to different stages, which is a cause of misclassification. For example, sleep transition PPr verify if in transitions from wake to N1 the alpha activity decreases, and if theta activity increases, and in transitions from N2 to N3, if delta activity increases. The PPr based on standard patterns described in Table 4 include rules such as "if one epoch is classified as N3 sleep stage the delta activity should be its main type of activity". The rules are presented in Table 4 in a formal way. For example, the rule C(j À 1) ¼0 \ C(j)¼2 means that if one epoch (j) was classified as N2 and the previous epoch (j À 1) was classified as wake, this epoch (j) is tagged as dubious. The SVM classification output (C ¼{0,1,2,3,5}) represents the sleep stages wake, N1, N2, N3 and REM, respectively. In order to withstand the effects of subjects' variability, these rules vary according to characteristics of the brain activity of each subject, by defining a patient profile. Three patient profiles were defined (DRp1, DRp2 and DRp3), based on the amplitude of EEG delta rhythms since these rhythms have shown to be the ones that differ the most between subjects [38] .
Dubious range correction (DRC)
The automatic DRC (Fig. 5) uses information of typical manual scoring of an expert (H EM ). The features of dubious epochs (H d ) are compared with the features of epochs scored by an expert in the Table 4 Post-processing rules to define the dubious range epochs (j) to patient profile 1 (DRp1), patient profile 2 (DRp2) and patient profile 3 (DRp3). Where: C -Cassification result;
δ -relative power of delta activity; θ -relative power of theta acctivity; α -relative power of alpha and β -relative power of beta.
PPR
Standard patterns CðjÞ ¼ 2 \ βðjÞo0:06 
Performance assessment
The performance of the algorithm was accessed using leave-one subject-out cross-validation (LOOCV) [39] . To calculate the classification performance for one subject, the algorithm uses the data of the other subjects for training. To measure the classification performance, the balanced accuracy values (considering a multiclass confusion matrix) were calculated as follows [40] : 
Experimental results
Feature and classifier selection
The approach was tested using a dataset with fourteen subjects as mentioned in Section 2. The EEG and EOG signals, extracted from the PSG records, were filtered, and segmented into 30 s epochs as described in the pre-processing step. Then, features in the frequency domain (relative power and harmonic parameters), time-frequency domain (MODWT) and temporal domain (percentile) were extracted. The Libsvm toolbox [41] with sigmoid kernel degree and the LDA classifier from Matlab were used. The LOOCV was applied in the classification performance assessment.
In our previous work, the minimum redundancy maximum relevance (mRMR) algorithm was used to select the most relevant features for multiclass sleep staging [21] . The same selected features and channels are used in this study. The forward/backward algorithm shows the contribution of each of these features and channels when combined with each other. In each decicion node of the decision tree, the combination of the most discriminative is selected. Table 5 presents the accuracy of the classification results. Table 6 shows the contribution of each channel in the classification, and shows the best combination of channels for the different nodes. The best performance for classifying wake stage was obtained using the relative power features from all channels except F4 and ROC. To classify the REM stage, the best combination was found with relative power and harmonic parameters from all channels except LOC. The features used to classify N3 sleep stage were the relative power and the Harmonic parameters from all channels except O1, F3 and LOC. In the last node, all extracted features excluding the ones from channel C4 were used.
The set of selected features and channels presented in Tables 5 and 6 using BDT-SVM is coincident with the selection results using BDT-LDA classification. Therefore, the approach adopted for feature selection showed to be independent of the classification method. BDT-LDA and BDT-SVM classifiers were compared. The classification performance along the decision tree nodes was very similar, yet SVM classifier exhibited scores slightly higher, which motivated its use for the remaining analysis.
Post-processing: dubious epochs analysis
The post-processing step is almost immediate, since the application of the rules does not require intensive computation. The set of rules for the identification of dubious range were applied for every epoch classified by the BDT-SVM. The epochs that were selected as dubious were discarded and the remaining were classified again, thereby inferring the robustness of the dubious range detection ( Table 7 ). The percentage of N1 epochs correctly assigned as N1 by the SVM classifier is less than 50%, and the percentage of epochs assigned as wake, N3 and REM sleep stages is just slightly lower than the percentage assigned by the expert. Epochs of these sleep stages are usually misclassified as N2. The DRD module could identify epochs falling in this situation. Applying the DRC the differences are attenuated for all sleep stages, mainly for N2 (see H out in Table 7 ). STD-SVM misclassifications are mainly related with sleep transitions that are wrongly detected as going from REM to N2 instead of staying in REM, as inferred from Table 8 . In our data, it is verified that the BDT-SVM classified around 22% of the epochs in REM as changing to N2 in the next epoch. However, in the scoring made by the expert, the percentage of epochs in this situation is almost inexistent. Table 8 complements the evidence of misclassification given in Table 7 showing the transitions between sleep stages using the different approaches to build the hypnogram; Table 8 shows not only the sleep stage with higher incidence of misclassifications but also between which stages these misclassifications occur for the 3 classification approaches used to build the hypnogram.
The percentage of sleep transitions from other stages to wake obtained by the SDT-SVM classification is similar to the expert scoring. The suggested correction improves the accuracy of all epochs except for those related to transitions from N1 to wake (in this case, the DRC rules introduce some errors). Regarding transitions to N1, the SVM and expert classifications differ mainly in epochs which are again N1 in subsequent epochs. The DRC improves all results except the misclassifications due to transitions from REM to N1. Using STD-SVM, a significant number of transitions occur from other sleep stages to N2, as can be seen by the higher percentages of transitions obtained with this classifier. Furthermore, the SDT-SVM considers that N2 epochs are changing to other sleep stages when, they actually do not. These values explain the situations highlighted in Table 8 . DRD identifies most of the situations and DRC corrects mainly those related with transitions from wake, N1 and REM. Table 9 describes the results of the overall approach per subject, presenting some detailed results that help to understand how the proposed system performance varies. The SDT-SVM accuracy for wake stage is higher than 90% for the most of the subjects (10 subjects). In fact, for these cases, the average classification accuracy for wake improved about 5% by applying the suggested rules. Considering only the epochs which were not selected as dubious, accuracy is on average about 97% (ranging from 94% to 99%). For subjects 8, 9, 11 and 14, the wake classification accuracy is relatively low. These subjects have multiple arousals during sleep, which may explain these results [42] .
The lowest classification accuracy occurs for the N1 sleep stage. The DRC improved the accuracy results by 12% on average (ranging from 3% in subject 13 to 36% in subject 7). Discarding epochs in the dubious range, the classification accuracy rises 4%. Misclassifications of N1 were correctly identified in DRD, since the corresponding classification accuracy, discarding the dubious epochs, never decreased for any of the subjects. The low accuracies are related with the general low percentage of epochs on this stage to train the classifier, and also because the post-processing step can not detect all misclassifications.
Despite the positive overall assessment of the N2 classification post-correction, this step is also introducing some errors (take subject 7 as an example). The N2 corrections were especially efficient in subjects 4 and 9. However, the errors introduced in subjects 5, 6 and 7 show that the subjects' variability is still influencing negatively the global performance. With DRC the N3 classification accuracy has improved 3% on average. The largest increase in performance obtained with the DRC module with respect to N3 stage was reached for the subject 10 (about 9%). This may be explained due to the high percentage of errors detected in N3 (which is shown by the classification accuracy of epochs outside the dubious range). The lowest N3 classification accuracy occurred for subject 12, who also had the lowest REM classification accuracy. This is an unsual case of misclassification between N3 and REM. This subject has a very low percentage of REM sleep, and the automatic system is misclassifying N3 epochs as REM. Some of these errors are being detected and corrected in postprocessing, but still in a low percentage.
The main part of misclassified REM epochs is well corrected. In 10 of the 14 subjects, REM stage is classified with an average accuracy of 95% (ranging from 92% to 100%) in epochs not included in the dubious range. The epochs are classified with an average accuracy of 96% (ranging from 91% to 100%) when DRC is applied. The low classification accuracy of the worst 3 cases (subjects 5, 11 and 12) is justified by the high incidence of misclassifications of REM transitions to other stages, as shown in Table 8 . In some cases, the effect of DRC is null, which is related to the error introduced by the correction rules to N2 sleep stage and wake sleep stages, which annul the positive effect of the correction to the other stages.
On average, the overall misclassifications decreased 23.4% in 11 of the 14 subjects (ranging from 0% to 43%). The DRD detects 45% of the overall misclassifications (ranging from 15% to 63%). Furthermore, 70% of the epochs marked as dubious are in fact misclassified (ranging from 44% to 93%). Also, 85% of the epochs correctly classified are not included in the dubious range (ranging from 75% to 95%). Table 10 summarizes the overall classification accuracy. The classification performance of the epochs not selected for a dubious range is around 95% for wake and REM stages. With the inclusion of the DRC module, an improvement of about 10% in classification accuracy was obtained for N1 and REM sleep stages. With the inclusion of the DRC module, an improvement of about 10% in classification accuracy was obtained for N1 and REM sleep stages. expert scoring. However, still contains some misclassifications, mainly between N2 and N3. After DRC (C), misclassifications related with sleep transitions were almost eliminated. The remaining errors are due to non-detection by DRD (see Fig. 6B ). Fig. 7 shows a snapshot of our ASSC analysis tool. It shows the hypnogram obtained from BDT-SVM classification (Aut Initial (H in )), tagging dubious epochs. The resulting hypnogram, after DRC has been applied, is also shown (Aut Final (H out )). The visual scoring made by the expert is shown only for comparison. In the example, for 3 epochs, the first 2 are correctly classified and none is marked as dubious. In the third epoch the subject is awake and the SVM classified it as N2. The post-processing step tags this epoch as dubious and suggests that the correct classification is wake.
ASSC analysis tool
Discussion
In this work, we take advantage of the knowledge based on standard sleep patterns and AASM rules to propose an ASSC approach with two classification outputs: the non-dubious epochs (around 80% of the data with low probability of misclassification) and the dubious epochs (epochs suspected of misclassification for which it is suggested a second label of classification).
Feature and classifier selection
The first step of the proposed algorithm is based in the standard patterns recognition algorithms. The classification step is performed according to a binary decision tree structure, suitable to find the most discriminative features, depending on the sleep stage to classify. The combination of features and channels per decision node varies. For example, in wake vs. sleep classification, the best performance in the classification was attained using only relative power features, but for REM vs. NREM classification the Harmonic parameters are also discriminative, and for N1 vs. N2 classification the MODWT provides relevant information.
In all decision nodes, the relative power features from at least one EEG channel per brain lobe and one EOG channel are relevant. The results also showed that there is a redundancy in using both EOG channels. To classify the wake stage, the relative power is enough, and the less relevant channels are the frontal EEG and EOG. The most important features come from alpha activity in occipital and central channels (Table 4 ). In sleep stages N1 and N2, all extracted features are relevant except those from the central channels (one channel is enough). These stages present a wide variety of patterns [5] , which hinders their correct classification. According to the results, the relative power and harmonic parameters of central channels provide the most relevant information for the detection of stage N3. From EOG, occipital and frontal channels, it is enough to use only one channel, which is explained by the fact that deep sleep is characterized by slow waves at all brain (Tables 1 and 3 ). The REM stage is classified based on relative power and on harmonic parameters of all channels except LOC. It is a complex stage requiring information from almost all channels given that it is characterized by diverse patterns spatially distributed; the highest regular patterns are related with ocular activity [5] . The attained conclusions from experimental results, in respect to the most important channels and features are in agreement with the AASM rules (Table 1 ) [5] .
The processing time for the classification of a complete overnight record was less than 2 min for both LDA and SVM classifiers. Nevertheless, SVM performed globally better than LDA, and thus it was used to obtain the best classification results.
Post-processing: dubious range analysis
As hypothesized, the post-processing based on the standard sleep classification rules led to a classification improvement of the first step of automatic classification based on SVM or LDA. Our results suggest that the inclusion of the knowledge based on standard AASM classification rules helps to automatically identify and solve some common problems of the ASSC systems, mainly misclassifications between N2 and REM that occur due to the high number of transitions between those stages.
The rules of the DRD and DRC were designed from empirical and analytical models, based on a prior analysis of typical errors in ASSC. Not all AASM rules were useful to apply on this approach, neither the used rules were always efficient (sometimes the DRC effect is null). One plausible explanation is that the features extracted from epochs with duration of 30 s do not give enough information about signal evolution that can occur within a singular epoch.
The misclassification problems are clearly related with epochs in N1, N3 and REM classified as N2 (Table 7) . These stages present common neurophysiologic patterns (Table 3) , and are all subsequent stages of N2 in sleep evolution (Fig. 4) . Analyzing also the sleep transitions in Table 8 , it was verified that the high percentage of BDT-SVM misclassifications is due to REM epochs classified as N2.
The majority of detected misclassifications of N3 and REM are corrected by post-processing. The sleep misclassifications easiest to detect are those related with REM and N2. However, the highest correction percentage is for N1 and REM (Table 10) . Thus, the optimization of the proposed algorithm is mainly dependent of the optimization of the post-processing step to N2 sleep stage.
N1 and N2 are the sleep stages which present more differences between clinical expert and automatic classifications. Therefore, the overall classification performance to these stages is lower than for the other cases. N1 sleep stage misclassifications assume a higher influence in relation to the other sleep stages misclassifications due to the low number of epochs in this stage per subject.
Comparing with the state-of-the-art, the proposed ASSC system shows as a main advantages: the highest accuracy to classify wake and REM sleep stages of epochs not marked as dubious; the detection of 45% of the total misclassifications; and the ability to correct 23.4% of them. Rigorous direct comparisons between classification performance of the proposed algorithm and the algorithms of the works cited in Table 2 could be misleading. However, the proposed classification process presents globally a performance with accuracy levels similar or higher than the state-of-the-art.
Conclusion
In this work, a novel two-step ASSC approach was proposed, aiming to overcome problems related to ambiguous activity and subjects' variability. The algorithm is oriented to a post-processing step based on error analysis according to standard sleep classification rules.
By identifying a dubious range of classification, the automatic classification of wake and REM stages reaches high levels of accuracy (around those required for clinical applications). A suggestion of correction is given to the epochs marked as dubious, thereby improving the average results of all sleep stages. Despite the general improvements, some classification problems persist, mainly misclassifications of sleep stage transitions. The classification performance levels required to apply in clinical practice were achieved in some sleep stages for several subjects.
This approach provides the expert a reliable ASSC for nondubious epochs (which are most of the PSG records). Further research and optimization in this direction, with the incorporation of additional domain-knowledge using more sophisticated expertbased rules and new parameters of patient profile definition, may well lead to increase performance up, mainly in distinction between N1 and N2 sleep stages, to a satisfactory level of applicability on heterogeneous EEG and EOG records.
The proposed system has been developed and assessed using data collected from patients with suspected sleep disorders. To apply in patients already diagnosed and under treatment, it will be necessary an optimization of the proposed system. As each disorder and treatment can be associated with unusual sleep patterns, we intend as future work to embed in our algorithm, knowledge about specificities of several sleep disorders.
Summary
The main challenging issues of automatic sleep staging have been the subject's variability and the common sleep patterns between different sleep stages.
In this paper, we suggest a system which provides two outputs: epochs with high probability of correct classification (non-dubious classification) and epochs with high probability of misclassification (dubious classification). In the automatic sleep hypnogram, the epochs with dubious classification are marked, and then they are relabeled according to a post-processing correction algorithm. With this approach, the expert physician receives an hypnogram that indicates the epochs classified with a high degree of certainty and the epochs with ambiguous classification (epochs for which a final manual scoring cycle is required).
The system is divided into two main parts: one first step of classification, based on a typical process performed by an automatic pattern recognition algorithm, and a second step of post-processing classification based on heuristic rules, which incorporates information from the standard rules of sleep classification, aiming to detect and correct misclassifications. Six electroenceplahographic channels (F3, C3, O1, F4, C4, O2) and two electroocolugraphic channels, right and left (ROC, LOC), are used to classify 5 stages (Wake, NREM sleep -N1, N2 and N3, and REM sleep).
Our goal is to provide a solution as generic as possible that can be useful in sleep staging of patients with suspected sleep disorders. The proposed system was tested in a dataset of 14 clinical records. Wake and REM epochs not falling in the dubious range are classified with accuracies in levels required for clinical applications. The post-processing score reassignment of epochs tagged as dubious enhances the global results of all sleep stages. However, some typical problems of the automatic sleep stage classification, as it is the case of the low number of N1 epochs to train the models, continue affecting the classification performance. Another critical issue is related to the variations on the sleep patterns regarding the different sleep disorders and treatments. We intend, as future work, to prepare our algorithm to incorporate knowledge about the specificities of several sleep disorders and test it in a larger dataset.
